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ABSTRACT Phishing attacks are still seen as a significant threat to cyber security, and large parts
of the industry rely on anti-phishing simulations to minimize the risk imposed by such attacks. This
study conducted a large-scale anti-phishing training with more than 31000 participants and 144 different
simulated phishing attacks to develop a data-driven model to classify how users would perceive a phishing
simulation. Furthermore, we analyze the results of our large-scale anti-phishing training and give novel
insights into users’ click behavior. Analyzing our anti-phishing training data, we find out that 66% of
users do not fall victim to credential-based phishing attacks even after being exposed to twelve weeks of
phishing simulations. To further enhance the phishing awareness-training effectiveness, we developed a
novel manifold learning-powered machine learning model that can predict how many people would fall
for a phishing simulation using the several structural and state-of-the-art NLP features extracted from the
emails. In this way, we present a systematic approach for the training implementers to estimate the average
‘‘convincing power’’ of the emails prior to rolling out. Moreover, we revealed the top-most vital factors in
the classification. In addition, our model presents significant benefits over traditional rule-based approaches
in classifying the difficulty of phishing simulations. Our results clearly show that anti-phishing training
should focus on the training of individual users rather than on large user groups. Additionally, we present a
promising generic machine learning model for predicting phishing susceptibility.
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INDEX TERMS Difficulty estimation, human-centered, machine learning, phishing awareness, susceptibil-
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I. INTRODUCTION19

Humans are often said to be the weakest link in IT security.20

It is, therefore, not surprising that email phishing is still21

seen as one of the most significant threats in cyber security22

and is widely discussed in the literature [1]. In recent years,23
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several successful phishing attacks on large companies were 24

publicly reported [2], [3], [4]. The Federal Bureau of Investi- 25

gations (FBI) estimates that more than $2.1 billion in actual 26

losses were from business email compromises during 2014 to 27

2019 [5]. Moreover, during the COVID-19 pandemic phish- 28

ing related cyber-crime has been increasing [6]. Malware 29

families like Emotet have demonstrated that emails are still 30

an effective method to deliver malicious binaries to end-users 31
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and that credential-stealing attacks and ransomware often32

work hand in hand. Companies have long realized that phish-33

ing is a threat to be taken seriously and that traditional coun-34

termeasures like email filters and two-factor authentication35

cannot entirely prevent such attacks.36

One of the latest trends in phishing countermeasures is37

to work on the weakest link, the human, by applying anti-38

phishing training. Companies specializing in anti-phishing39

training offer their customers services in simulated phishing40

attacks and educational training material. The effectiveness,41

methodology, and ethics of anti-phishing training are con-42

troversially discussed in the research community. Several43

researchers have focused on estimating the impact of anti-44

phishing training [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15],45

[16], [17], [18], the evaluation of email content and structure46

[19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], the47

influence of knowledge retention [7], [10], [19], [22], [30],48

[31], [32], [33], [34], [35], the structure of training material49

and methods [7], [13], [30], [31], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40],50

[41], or the impact of anti-phishing training on the target51

group [9], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46].52

One of the main actions performed when estimating the53

base awareness level of users is to send simulated phishing54

attack emails. These simulations test companies’ security55

policies and practices to increase awareness and decrease56

their susceptibility to attacks. For example, in the industry,57

it is common practice for companies to repeatedly conduct58

simulated phishing attacks and then observe how many of the59

users would perform dangerous activities such as clicking on60

a link, downloading a file, or submitting account credentials.61

In addition, companies are using the accumulated results to62

track the progress of the anti-phishing training over time and63

to compare the performance of individual user groups to each64

other.65

The main challenge in applying training is estimating the66

user’s baseline awareness level so that the anti-phishing train-67

ing can progress with maximal efficiency and track the users’68

progress over time. Currently, companies rely on performing69

repeated attack simulations to estimate a risk metric for their70

users and then decide after an arbitrary number of simula-71

tions which users imply a higher security risk. However, this72

approach is problematic as it ignores the fact that users per-73

ceive the difficulty of an attack simulation differently and that74

by conducting divergent attack simulations, we may generate75

biased results.76

In general, not every anti-phishing simulation is suitable77

for every target group or individual user within a group,78

and not every set of anti-phishing simulations is suitable79

for estimating the awareness level of a group or user. For80

example, if we send out several anti-phishing simulations to81

Group A with a topic about a service that none of the users82

in Group A have ever heard of, likely, many of these users83

will not click on any of the phishing links or submit their84

credentials because they may not have any interest in trying85

out a new service and see the email as spam. In contrast,86

if we send out spear-phishing emails to Group B, which are87

individually crafted emails for every user, and in line with 88

their daily routines, we expect a high number of clicks- and 89

submits because the attack simulation is relevant their interest 90

and habits. In such cases, it is misleading for companies to 91

compare the user’s performance based on these simulations. 92

If we compareGroupA’s click- and submit rates toGroupB’s, 93

it may look like Group B is less aware than Group A because 94

more users performed dangerous actions. However, it must 95

not be the case that Group B is less aware because our 96

anti-phishing simulations were biased in their difficulty. 97

One way to overcome this problem is by sending out 98

several attack simulations to the users and taking an average 99

value. However, it is unclear howmany simulations are neces- 100

sary to estimate a base awareness level and companies follow 101

different approaches. In addition, some companies would use 102

the users’ performance for their decision process on how to 103

progress with the anti-phishing training. 104

Another way of avoiding this problem is by sending out the 105

same attack simulations to all users, which may work in some 106

cases when the number of users is relatively small, and the 107

email content is generally in line with the user’s expectations. 108

Unfortunately, in practice, this approach results in the prob- 109

lem that for larger user groups, the content and structure of the 110

email often cannot fully be aligned with the expectation of all 111

the users. Consequently, the results of attack simulations do 112

not fully represent the actual subspeciality level of the users, 113

for instance, in cases where we want to test the user’s ability 114

to detect spear-phishing emails. Therefore, we conclude that 115

the method ‘‘For a fair selection, everyone has to take the 116

same exam’’ seems not suitable for anti-phishing training 117

of individual users as the attack simulations have varying 118

content and difficulty perception. 119

Currently, most companies neglect that not every 120

anti-phishing simulation is suitable for every target group and 121

conduct anti-phishing training in various ways. The examples 122

mentioned earlier demonstrate that a generalized way of 123

measuring the difficulty of anti-phishing simulations is a 124

fundamental need for practical anti-phishing training. Fur- 125

thermore, it shows that to estimate users’ awareness levels, 126

we need (i) the possibility to send out individually crafted 127

anti-phishing simulations to different groups and (ii) robust 128

measurements that allow us to compare groups with diver- 129

gent anti-phishing simulations. Using biased results without 130

robust measurements leads to a wrong perception of the user’s 131

awareness level and inadequate anti-phishing training. 132

Furthermore, some cases like the West Midlands 133

Trains [47] and the Tribune Publishing case [48] showcase 134

that wrongly applied phishing awareness training can back- 135

fire. In both cases, the companies sent a phishing email 136

stating that their employees would receive a one-off payment 137

due to their good work or ongoing commitment during the 138

COVID-19 pandemicwhenmany employeeswere financially 139

struggling. After the employees found out that the emails 140

were part of a phishing awareness training and nobody 141

would receive any bonus, many employees felt offended 142

and demanded that the companies pay a real bonus as a 143
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reparation. One of the companies publicly apologized for144

sending misleading emails, and these examples demonstrate145

that anti-phishing training is often an ethical gray zone.146

An important factor is how users are treated when falling147

for anti-phishing simulations. Several researchers have inves-148

tigated the aspects of negative (e.g., punishment) and positive149

(e.g., reward) feedback on users falling for anti-phishing150

simulations [36], [49], [50], [51], [52], [53]. Bora et al.151

reported in [51] that punishment reduced the number of152

users clicking on phishing emails. However, punishment can153

have negative organizational side effects, such as users not154

reporting real phishing incidents because they feel they did155

something wrong and could get chastised. On the other hand,156

some industry experts [54] recommend positive reinforce-157

ment learning because, from their perspective, it encourages158

users to report phishing emails more often.159

In literature, it is commonly agreed that the structure and160

content of anti-phishing simulations play a crucial role in how161

users perceive and react to phishing threats. Other factors162

like the curiosity of the users [55], the content alignment163

to the user’s expectation [19], [23], or the alignment of the164

sending time [8] seem to be influential factors. Ideas to165

estimate a phishing mail’s difficulty have been discussed166

using clue-based scales [56], [57], [58], [59]. However, to our167

knowledge, none of the proposed difficulty scales were ever168

used in large-scale studies.169

In this paper, we propose a novel and data-driven method170

to estimate the difficulty perception of an anti-phishing sim-171

ulation by conducting a large-scale study with 31’940 partic-172

ipants. We conducted 144 anti-phishing simulations and used173

the collected data to estimate users’ susceptibility to specific174

phishing emails. Furthermore, we reflect on our anti-phishing175

training and show which factors seem to influence our partic-176

ipants’ click behavior.177

A. RESEARCH QUESTIONS178

1) RQ1: HOW EFFECTIVE ARE WEB-LINK-BASED PHISHING179

ATTACK SIMULATIONS FOR AWARENESS TRAINING?180

Our first research question aims to study whether the click-181

ing behavior of our participants will change in regards to182

repeatedly applied phishing awareness training. In addition,183

we analyze how many of our users would not fall for any184

credential-based phishing simulation.185

2) RQ2: HOW MANY TIMES DO PARTICIPANTS FALL FOR186

SIMULATED PHISHING ATTACKS?187

One of our goals in this study is to estimate how often188

participants would fall for phishing simulations. Previous189

studies have often measured the total clicks for specific190

phishing simulations. However, our goal for the second191

research question is to determine the number of times spe-192

cific participants clicked because we wanted to analyze the193

so-called ‘‘repeated clickers’’ phenomena and find out how194

many of the users would never fall for any of the phishing195

simulations.196

3) RQ3: DO PARTICIPANTS WITHOUT ANY TRAINING 197

MATERIAL FALL MORE OFTEN FOR PHISHING ATTACK 198

SIMULATIONS THAN THOSE WITH E-LEARNING-BASED 199

TRAINING MATERIALS? 200

Our third research question aims to determine if partici- 201

pants who get confronted with e-learning materials perform 202

better in terms of click-rate than those without. We ran- 203

domly assigned our participants into equally sized groups 204

and provided different learning content, and our study aims 205

to analyze if providing different training material makes a 206

significant difference over time. 207

4) RQ4: CAN WE PREDICT THE EMAIL DIFFICULTY 208

PERCEPTION USING ONLY THE EMAIL CONTENT 209

WITH A DATA-DRIVEN APPROACH? 210

We aim to identify the influential factors for falling for sim- 211

ulated phishing attacks based on our data. Our last research 212

goal is to develop a generic Machine Learning model that is 213

capable of classifying a phishing email into three difficulty 214

levels (‘‘easy,’’ ‘‘medium,’’ and ‘‘difficult’’) for the prediction 215

of the difficulty perception. 216

B. CONTRIBUTIONS 217

By conducting a large-scale anti-phishing training, we give 218

novel insights into the key factors of why users fall for 219

phishing attacks and how users should effectively be trained 220

over time. We describe our experimental setup in Section III 221

and explain how we were able to conduct 144 anti-phishing 222

simulations for one year with 31940 participants. 223

We describe our key findings for RQ1 and RQ2 in 224

Section V. Our contributions show that most users do not 225

fall for simulated phishing attacks. In addition, we show that 226

credential-based phishing simulations are not beneficial for 227

many users, as most of our participants in this study did not 228

fall for any of our attack simulations. 229

We discuss RQ3 in Section VI, were we conduct a 230

Chi-Square analysis to test the different training methods 231

applied. Additionally, we confirm that providing training 232

material positively affects lowering click rates. Surprisingly, 233

however, we show that most users never complete any train- 234

ing courses but still perform significantly better than users 235

without training material. 236

Regarding RQ4 we contribute by developing a novel 237

data-driven Machine Learning model for predicting the 238

perception of difficulty of anti-phishing simulations in 239

Section VII. In Section VIII, we evaluate our Machine Learn- 240

ing (ML) model and illustrate the most influential factors for 241

phishing susceptibility. We show that the alignment of email 242

content to the user’s workplace is one of the key factors in 243

phishing difficulty perception. Using 5-fold-cross validation, 244

our generic model has, in the best case, an accuracy of 68% 245

and proofs that the prediction of phishing susceptibility is 246

possible but limited due to the lack of data points. 247

In Section IX we summarize all of our findings regarding 248

RQ1 − RQ4, and we discuss the limitations of our study in 249

Section X. 250
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II. RELATED WORK251

In our previous study [60], we conducted a comparative252

literature review of anti-phishing training methods. We con-253

cluded that large-scale studies are indispensable to show the254

long-term effects of anti-phishing training. Despite decades255

of research, anti-phishing training continues to be debated256

among researchers, and various studies show contradictory257

results. For example, if user demographics such as age and258

technicality have an impact or not [9], [30], [42], [45], [46].259

However, a closer look at the literature on anti-phishing train-260

ing reveals several gaps and shortcomings. Many studies lack261

in the number of participants, attack simulations or the use262

of control groups to verify their results [12], [13], [24], [33],263

[34], [39], [40], [41], [44], [46], [61], [62], [63], [64], [65],264

[66], [67], [68], [69], [70], [71]. The literature on the effi-265

ciency of anti-phishing training is more consistent even when266

still many contradictions exist. For example, a recent study by267

Lain et al. [72] concluded that conducting embedded training268

may not provide the wished training effects or can even have269

negative side effects. Other studies have focused on when to270

reapply the training [35].271

In this study, we show that providing phishing awareness272

emails together with educational material statistically sig-273

nificant impacts the number of users clicking on phishing274

links independent from the used trainingmaterial (video, text,275

quiz, or illustrations). All of the provided training materials276

(including embedded training) seem to reduce the number of277

users clicking. In other words, our results show that for most278

users, it does not matter if embedded training or other training279

methods were applied. Our unexpected findings signal the280

need for additional studies to understand more about the281

effect of anti-phishing training material on human behavior.282

One of the tough challenges for all researchers in this283

domain is that collecting the necessary data for such a study284

involves conducting anti-phishing training with several hun-285

dred or even thousands of participants, which holds some286

ethical-, legal- and organizational challenges. Nevertheless287

comparable studies have been conducted which show promis-288

ing results in revealing the nature of anti-phishing training289

effects [19], [42], [45], [72], [73], [74], [75], [76]. However,290

to our knowledge, no other studies have been attempting291

to estimate the difficulty of phishing awareness training at292

this scale; Other papers had fewer participants and fewer293

training iterations [56], [57], [58], [59], or did not focus on294

the estimation of difficulty [72], [74].295

III. TRAINING METHODOLOGY296

We had to answer three practical questions before setting297

up the experiment. First, how to split our participants into298

groups? Second, how do we create attack simulations with299

various scenarios and different attack techniques? Third, how300

often andwhen dowe send out attack simulations and training301

material? This section will answer these questions and give302

the reader an overview of our anti-phishing experiment and303

methodology. Finally, we will discuss the training methods304

recommended in the literature and continue with the ethical 305

and organizational limitations of anti-phishing training. 306

A. APPLIED METHODS 307

Embedded training is an anti-phishing training methodology 308

where participants are confronted with education material 309

whenever they fail a phishing attack simulation. The basic 310

idea of embedded training is to directly engage the participant 311

with educational material whenever a dangerous activity such 312

as clicking on a link or submitting credentials is performed. 313

Often educational material in the form of videos, illustrations, 314

games, or text is shown to participants when they fail one of 315

the anti-phishing simulations. 316

In literature, the fact that embedded training is more effec- 317

tive than other training methods is controversial, as men- 318

tioned before. Nevertheless, embedded training seems to be 319

the de facto standard in anti-phishing training as all major 320

security awareness companies [77], [78], [79], [80], [81], 321

[82], [83] offer embedded training as a service. Other training 322

methods such as in-class training seem to be less popular. 323

Therefore, we use an embedded training methodology for 324

anti-phishing training. For the anti-phishing training, we use 325

the product of a security awareness company that offers train- 326

ing material in the form of quizzes, videos, and texts. Quizzes 327

would be a mix of detecting phishing emails, answering 328

general security questions, and educational texts about how to 329

spot a phishing email. Similar to the video and text material, 330

the company would explain phishing and how to detect clues 331

that reveal phishing attacks. 332

In our case, in-class training with all of our participants 333

was no option due to the sheer number of participants. There- 334

fore, we selected the six most-used training materials of the 335

security awareness company at that time and set them up as 336

embedded training. The anti-phishing trainingmaterial would 337

consist of four different interactive phishing quizzes and two 338

one-pager web pages with mixed content in video and text 339

material. Amaximum of 10minutes was required to complete 340

any training lesson, and four of the training lessons could be 341

completed in under five minutes. 342

FIGURE 1. Example rubric of a phishing mail.
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In addition to the provided training courses, we created343

our training material. The idea of our training material was344

to test if participants would learn better if we showed them345

their mistakes and our expectations directly after falling for a346

phishing simulation. We, therefore, set up a so-called rubric347

for each attack simulation. A rubric is a teaching technique348

that is widely used in higher education [84]. It is a learning349

technique where we give the students an overall expectation350

for the assignment and show the students how we expect351

them to solve the assignment. In our experiment, a rubric is a352

one-pager website with screenshots and descriptive text of the353

attack simulation. An example rubric is displayed in Figure 1.354

The screenshot shows how we would expect the users to355

detect the specific phishing email, and the text would give356

them somemore general tips and tricks. In addition, wewould357

always add a screenshot of the landing page, similarly to the358

rubric on the website. As with the other embedded training359

material, every time the users would fall for one of our attack360

simulations, we would redirect them directly to the rubric361

website showing two screenshots and description texts.362

To answer our research questions RQ2 we categorize our363

users into the four training groups: Control (C), Embedded364

Training (ET), Rubric (R), and Embedded Training plus365

Rubric (ETR). The Control Group would not receive any366

training material, and we would send them only the attack367

simulations without any further information. The Embedded368

Training Group would always receive one of the six training369

methods provided by the security awareness company as370

embedded training. The Rubric Group would receive only the371

one-pager website with the rubric. Finally, the ETR group372

would receive the embedded training and the rubric. More-373

over, whenever a user would fall for one of the phishing374

emails, we would immediately send them an email with a link375

to the training material so that users could read the training376

material later.377

B. ETHICS STATEMENT378

This study was located at a university of applied sciences.379

Throughout the complete study, we followed the ethical380

guidelines of our university. The study was approved by the381

Chief Information Security Officer and the highest panel of382

the university, which both followed the internal university383

process for approval and ethics of the project. Before sending384

the anti-phishing emails, several information security experts385

reviewed the content of the study.386

During the study, we had access to Personally Identifiable387

Information (PII), such as the student’s or staff members’388

university email addresses or names. The PII we had access389

to were strictly necessary to set up the application for manag-390

ing the phishing awareness training. The phishing awareness391

application was hosted in our universities internal IT environ-392

ment and under strict security controls. None of the PII was393

handed out to third parties or used for purposes other than this394

study. Only a minimal number of staff members had access395

to the data. In addition, access to the PII data was removed396

after the study ended.397

For the complete study, we had only access to the PII, 398

which was necessary to conduct the study. During the study, 399

we collected data from our participants, such as click- and 400

submit actions. We followed our institution’s guidelines to 401

process and manage the collected data, including anonymiza- 402

tion, pseudonymization, and data encryption whenever possi- 403

ble and reasonable. 404

Generally speaking, phishing awareness training con- 405

tinually exposes the participants to the risk of wasting 406

their time [85]. However, as Lain et al. [72] stated in their 407

study, it does not expose the participants to a greater risk 408

than what they would encounter during their daily lives 409

because the participants are regularly exposed to real phishing 410

emails or spam. We acknowledge that conducting this study 411

exposed our participants to minimal risks but similar to other 412

researchers [72], we believe that the positive experience the 413

participants gain merited these risks. In addition, the decision 414

to conduct this study with all students and staff members was 415

approved by the highest panel of our university (including 416

the CISO) and we followed the ethical guidelines of our 417

university to the best of our knowledge. 418

Furthermore, during the study, we constantly gathered 419

feedback from our participants to verify whether our methods 420

were appropriate. We received positive and negative feed- 421

back from participants; if wanted, participants could opt-out 422

of the study. Moreover, at the end of the study, we sent 423

an email to debrief all of the participants as proposed by 424

Resnik et al. [86]. 425

C. GROUP SELECTION 426

Our study participants were mainly university students 427

studying for bachelor’s or master’s degrees 57%, students 428

from continuing education 24%, and university staff mem- 429

bers 19%. Overall, 47.36% of our participants were male, 430

and 52.64% were females. Participants were selected from 431

all university institutions and departments: Administration, 432

Finance, HR, IT, Management, Law, Psychology, Architec- 433

ture, Linguistics, Social Work, Life Sciences, and Engineer- 434

ing. Moreover, participants from continuing education and 435

part time students which work in a wide variety of industry 436

sectors participated. 437

We randomly selected participants and applied a strati- 438

fied sampling approach to group the participants into groups 439

of equal size. With stratified sampling, we ensure that the 440

same percentage of university staff members and students 441

are represented in every group. We then split every main 442

group (Gi) into four subgroups (SGj). We assigned for every 443

subgroup SGj one of the training methods C, ET, R, and 444

ETR. Subgroups of the main group would all receive the 445

same attack simulations to compare their results. We had 446

48 groups, with each group Gi having 2000 participants and 447

each subgroup SGj having 500 participants for the first six 448

weeks of the experiment. The first part of the experiment 449

involved 24000 participants, and we created for each main 450

group attack simulation with differing content. 451
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D. ATTACK FEATURE SELECTION452

For our experiment, we focused our study on credential phish-453

ing attacks written in German and English. Such attacks are454

usually conducted by sending the victim an email with a link455

to a domain controlled by the attacker. The attacker domain456

usually hosts a web page that attempts to trick the users into457

entering their credentials or other sensitive information such458

as credit card details. In our cases, we set up 144 attack emails459

and landing pages. The landing pages were either created460

by cloning an original page or contained made-up content.461

As a basis for phishing emails, real-world emails were used,462

which were modified according to our requirements. We used463

a wide variety of emails by modifying existing university464

emails, using real-world phishing examples as a template,465

or writing fictional emails. All emails were assigned ran-466

domly to the groups. The attack simulations used several467

credentials phishing techniques like typo-squatting, double-468

barrel attacks, hidden links, and image-based attacks.469

We decided to use German and English emails because470

these are the two main languages spoken at our university.471

Our participants receive mails in both languages on a daily472

basis. Thus, it is reasonable to use phishing emails in these473

languages for our experiment.474

E. FREQUENCY OF TRAINING475

Butavicius et al. showed in [14] that a pre-announcement of476

the anti-phishing training is not necessarily beneficial for the477

performance of the users. Therefore, we sent the attack simu-478

lations without informing the users in advance.We conducted479

twelve weeks of anti-phishing training with solely university480

members participating. The university has a wide variety481

of focus areas. The experiment included participants from482

engineering, management, law, psychology, linguistics, life483

science, facility management, civil engineering, architecture,484

health sciences, and university staff members.485

To prevent training fatigue [87] we set a maximum of one486

attack simulation per week, and we spread the simulations487

throughout two semesters, with each semester having six488

weeks of training. The day and time on which the simulations489

were sent to the participants were randomly selected from490

Monday to Friday, and the phishing links would be taken491

offline after two weeks. Prior studies [7], [45] have shown492

that most responses to phishing attacks are received within493

24 hours. Therefore two weeks is more than enough for par-494

ticipants to conduct the simulations. In addition, subgroups of495

the same main group would always receive their attack simu-496

lations simultaneously to prevent the effect of users warning497

each other.498

IV. EXPERIMENT CONSTRAINTS499

When conducting anti-phishing training, there are several eth-500

ical and organizational aspects to consider. The goal of every501

anti-phishing training should be a beneficial awareness effect502

for the organization and the participants. However, when503

creating anti-phishing simulations, we were often confronted504

with scenarios that could mislead participants into believing 505

or interpreting the content of the anti-phishing simulations 506

as real. Consequently, participants would believe the content 507

of the anti-phishing email and behave in an unpredicted or 508

unwanted way. For example, users would think their machine 509

was infected with a virus and stop using the computer for 510

several days because we sent them a phishing mail claiming 511

their computer was infected. 512

Sending anti-phishing simulation emails is often an ethical 513

grey zone that can have adverse side effects on the partic- 514

ipants’ daily routine. We refer to such adverse side effects 515

as collateral damage, and every anti-phishing training should 516

consider what could be the highest damage created by anti- 517

phishing training. Such collateral damage can lead to differ- 518

ent scenarios where users would take the information given in 519

the anti-phishing simulation as truth and would fully believe 520

the misinformation we sent in our anti-phishing simulations. 521

The following sections summarize the constraints we set 522

for our anti-phishing training to minimize collateral damage. 523

A. ETHICAL AND ORGANISATIONAL CONSTRAINTS 524

Every anti-phishing simulation was reviewed by several 525

information security experts to estimate possible worst-case 526

scenarios and to minimize collateral damage. As a result, 527

it was decided that some email topics were off-limits, such 528

as the COVID pandemic, not to disrupt the actual commu- 529

nication of the university. In other cases, the email writing 530

was often adjusted not to include actual events, persons, 531

or institutions to reduce possible collateral damage. 532

Additionally, to not disrupt the research of other depart- 533

ments of our university or damage individuals’ reputations, 534

we were not allowed to imitate university members, such as 535

students or professors, or research groups. Instead, we used 536

fictional names and groups. 537

B. LEGAL CONSTRAINTS 538

Sending anti-phishing emails with the look and feel of real 539

existing brands, such as for example, Google, Microsoft, 540

or Meta, without the written allowance of the brand or trade- 541

mark is considered a crime in our jurisdiction. Other coun- 542

tries may have different regulations, but sending phishing 543

awareness emails at that scale would risk a lawsuit in our 544

jurisdiction. 545

In general, such regulations make anti-phishing training 546

challenging since brands would often refuse to give the 547

allowance to use their brands or trademarks for anti-phishing 548

training. Therefore, we were limited to using a subset of 549

existing brands on the market that gave their allowance, or to 550

fictional brands, or our university’s brands. 551

V. EXPLORATORY DATA-ANALYSIS OF THE DATASET 552

This section gives an overview of the collected data and ana- 553

lyzes how effective our anti-phishing training was. We define 554

a successful attack for our experiment as whenever a user 555

clicks on one of the links provided in a phishing simu- 556

lation because the risk of drive-by downloads or browser 557
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exploitation exists. However, we set up our anti-phishing558

training to track if the users would also submit any of their559

credentials or other sensitive data. To protect the user privacy,560

we did not store any submitted credentials, nor did we verify561

if users were entering valid credentials.562

TABLE 1. Overview of experiment numbers.

FIGURE 2. Number of times individual users clicked.

Table 1 shows our experiments key values. In total, we sent563

out 288000 emails over twelve weeks. A user could receive a564

maximum of twelve attack simulations, and in total, we had565

31940 users participating in this study. Overall we regis-566

tered 31707 (11.01%) clicks on phishing links for our phish-567

ing simulations. The number of times users submitted their568

credentials was nearly half as much, with 15224 (5,29%).569

We calculated how often the users would fall for phishing570

attacks to examine the click behavior further. Figure 2 dis-571

plays the number of times the users clicked. It shows that572

14637 (45%) users never clicked on any of our phishing573

emails, whereas 8696 (27%) clicked only one time and 4977574

(16%) clicked two times, respectively 2319 (7%) clicked575

three times. Only a small fraction of users (1319, 4%) fell576

more than four times for our phishing simulations. Thus, the577

data support the premise that there is no need to conduct578

anti-phishing training for all the users because 45% of the579

users never clicked on any phishing simulation.580

To further examine the user’s click behavior, we calculated581

the number of times a user would submit their credentials in582

Figure 3. As already mentioned, we registered fewer users583

submitting their credentials than clicking on the phishing 584

links, and this trend can be seen in Figure 3 as well. Two- 585

thirds of the users, 21099, never submitted any of their cre- 586

dentials, and 7563 (24%) users submitted their credentials 587

one time. Our data suggest that users are more careful when 588

entering their credentials than when clicking on a link in an 589

email. 590

Moreover, the click data supports the premise that only a 591

few users click on all anti-phishing simulations. If we cate- 592

gorize users that click six or more times as ‘‘repeat clickers,’’ 593

we have in our population 204 (0.64%) users in this category. 594

In case we define repeated clickers as four clicks or more, 595

than we have 1327 (4,2%) users in this category. However, 596

when we compare these repeated clicker numbers to the num- 597

ber of repeated submits, it shows that users tend to click more 598

than they to submit their credentials. Consequently, as shown 599

in Figure 3, we cannot see a trend in repeated submitters 600

as only 199 (0.62%) of the users submitted their credentials 601

four or more times, and none of the users submitted their 602

credentials for all of our phishing simulations. 603

FIGURE 3. Number of submits.

Furthermore, we examine the used user agent of the users 604

that submitted their credentials. We accumulated the user 605

agents of the same browser vendor and showed in Figure 4 606

the most frequently used browsers. As Chrome is according 607

to [88] and [89] the dominating desktop browser on the 608

market, it is not surprisingly, that our participants used the 609

Chrome browser most (6073, 40%) in our experiment. More 610

interestingly seems to be the number of used mobile browsers 611

with Mobile Safari (3148, 21%) and Chrome Mobile 612

(1998, 13%), as it shows that one-third of the submits (34%) 613

were from users using their mobile phones. This is insofar a 614

vital fact as it shows that the usage of responsive designs for 615

phishing landing pages is necessary because a large part of 616

the users will read their emails on a mobile phone. 617

VI. MEASURING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF TRAINING 618

For the anti-phishing training evaluation, we only use the first 619

six weeks of training since, after six weeks, we would have 620
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FIGURE 4. Most used browsers for submitting credentials.

a change of study semesters, and a relatively large part of621

the students (1/3) would finish their studies and leave the622

university. We used an established chi-square technique to623

analyze the training effectiveness.624

The chi-square analysis is the most common statistical625

technique for analyzing R×C dimensional frequency tables626

(also known as multi-way contingency tables) in which row627

and column variables are categorical. Note that chi-square628

(χ2) test statistic is a non-parametric test having the following629

assumptions [90], [91]:630

1) The data in the contingency table cells should be the631

frequencies or counts of cases rather than percentages632

or some other transformation of the data.633

2) The study groups must be independent.634

3) There are two categorical variables at nominal or ordi-635

nal category.636

4) The categories of the variables must be mutually exclu-637

sive. That is, a particular subject fits into one and only638

one level of each of the variables.639

5) Each subject may contribute data to one and only one640

cell in the χ2.641

6) The expected values of the cells should be five or more642

in at least 80% of the cells.643

Suppose that a contingency table of counts having R rows644

and C columns is as in the table below. Let nij be the observed645

count for the i th row (i = 1, . . . ,R) and jth column646

(j = 1, . . . ,C).647

The χ2 statistic is used to test the following null648

hypothesis:649

• H0: Row and Column variables are independent.650

• H0: There is no difference among Row 1, Row 2, . . . ,651

and Row R in column variable.652

The formula for calculating χ2 test is [90], [91]:653

χ2
=

R∑
i=1

C∑
j=1

(nij − Eij)2

Eij
(1)654

TABLE 2. Chi-Square example.

where Eij is the expected count for the i th row (i = 1, . . . ,R) 655

and j th column (j = 1, . . . ,C) calculated as Eij =
ni.n.j
nij . The 656

χ2 test statistic follows an asymptotic chi-square distribution 657

with (R−1)(C−1) degrees of freedomwhen the row and col- 658

umn variables are independent. If χ2
≥ χ2

(α;(R−1)(C−1)), the 659

null hypothesis H0 is rejected. The Chi-Square test statistic 660

in Eq. 1 can be calculated with the following formula given 661

below: 662

χ2
=

R∑
i=1

χ2
i = χ

2
1 + χ

2
2 + . . .+ χ

2
R (2) 663

where χ2
1 , χ

2
2 , . . . , χ

2
R are calculated via (1) with nij and 664

Eij(i = 1, . . . ,R) and (j = 1, . . . ,C) for Row 1, Row 2,. . . , 665

RowR, respectively. If the null hypothesis is rejected, the row 666

which has the highest χ2
i (i = 1, . . . ,R) value is removed and 667

the χ2 analysis is recomputed on the contingency table with 668

the other rows [92]. 669

TABLE 3. Click-rate frequency table.

Tomeet the assumption of mutually exclusivity, under each 670

Method (A, B, C, D, E, and F), we performed the χ2 analysis 671

for the contingency table with training programs representing 672

row variables whereas user groups constitute the column 673

variable. We present the click-rate frequency table collected 674

from different weeks and main user groups in Table 3. We, 675

here, represent the weeks as methods (i.e., A=1, B=2, C=3, 676
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TABLE 4. Results of χ2 analysis for contingency tables.

D=4, E=5, and F=6) internally. The outcomes of χ2 analysis677

are introduced in Table 4.678

We see from Table 4 a statistically significant difference679

between four training programs in main user groups for the680

first week (χ2
= 119.092, p < .001). We find the largest681

chi-square value as the chi-square value calculated for the682

Emb. Training (χ2
ET = 48.369). In other words, Emb. Train-683

ing emerges as the differentiator group among all. To find684

any potential training program among the remaining ones,685

we exclude Emb. Training and continue to investigate by686

computing chi-square values. The computation covering Sim-687

ulation, Rubric, and ET+Rubric groups reveals a statistically688

significant difference (χ2
= 58.097, p < .001) along with689

having the Simulation group as being the distinguishing one690

(χ2
S = 25.352). In the next stage, we exclude the Sim-691

ulation group and inspect any further differences between692

Rubric and ET+Rubric groups. As a result, we detect a693

statistically significant difference between the two of them694

(χ2
= 19.111, p = 0.039 < 0.05). Overall, click rates 695

among all training programs are different when the first week 696

is considered. For the second week, the chi-square analysis 697

reveals a statistically significant difference among all training 698

programs (χ2
= 54.164, p = 0.004 < 0.05) and ET+Rubric 699

is the differentiator group. Next, we exclude ET+Rubric 700

and continue to investigate by computing chi-square values. 701

According to the results, however, there exists no significant 702

difference among the other three groups (Simulation, Emb. 703

Training, and Rubric) (χ2
= 23.444, p = 0.268 > 0.05). 704

Inspection of the third-week layout showed a statistically 705

significant difference among all four training programs (χ2
= 706

59.828, p = 0.001 < 0.05) whereas the distinct group 707

was found as the Rubric. However, excluding the Rubric 708

sub-group creates no difference among the other groups 709

(χ2
= 29.481, p = 0.079 > 0.05). 710

Similarly, analysis over the fourth week indicates a statisti- 711

cally significant difference among all four training programs 712
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(χ2
= 79.686, p < .001) while the Simulation group713

emerges as the differing group. (χ2
S = 36.848). Performing714

the chi-square analysis on the frequency table created with715

the Emb. Training, Rubric, and ET+Rubric training programs716

reveal no statistically significant difference between these717

three training programs within main user groups (χ2
=718

30.082, p = 0.069 > 0.05). The analysis over the fifth719

week clearly shows a statistical difference among the training720

programs (χ2
= 53.711, p = 0.005 < 0.05). Moreover, the721

differing group is found as the Simulation (χ2
S = 25.146).722

Performing the chi-square analysis on the frequency table723

created with Emb. Training, Rubric, and ET+Rubric laid out724

no statistical difference among these three training programs725

(χ2
= 20.589, p = 0.422 > 0.05). Combining these two726

findings, we state that the ‘‘Simulation’’ group is statistically727

different from the other three training groups.728

The analysis of the sixth week on four training programs729

shows a statistically significant difference among these train-730

ing programs (χ2
= 55.094, p = 0.004 < 0.05) while the731

distinguishing one is the Simulation group. On the other hand,732

performing the chi-square analysis on the frequency table733

created with Emb. Training, Rubric, and ET+Rubric noted no734

difference among these groups (χ2
= 27.381, p = 0.125 >735

0.05). Thus, it can be inferred that the ‘‘Simulation’’ group736

is different from the rest. Consequently, we have discovered737

statistically significant differences among the training pro-738

grams by having different distinguishing training programs739

per week. The first week’s data indicate differences among740

all groups. We should note that participants had no training741

before the first week. It is, therefore, possible to accept this742

week as the starting week because no user had any form743

of pre-training before (the effect of any possible awareness744

training for any individual prior to our study is neglected –745

since it is not measurable). Subsequently, during the second746

and third weeks, Emb. Training and Rubric groups are dis-747

tinguished from the rest, respectively, which can be inferred748

as some kinds of training, such as embedding training and749

Rubric delivery, start to create a difference. Starting with the750

fourth week, the Simulation group has become and continues751

to be the distinguishing one without any exception. Training752

becomes meaningful for the user groups after the third week.753

However, we could not find any advantage in one out of three754

different training schemes.755

Another interesting fact is that most users (4963, 15.45%)756

only completed one training lesson, as displayed in Figure 5.757

However, as the chi-square analysis shows, all groups that758

received training material performed better over time. Con-759

sequently, we conclude that the training material is not the760

driving factor for fewer click rates because most partici-761

pants never completed more than one training course. Fur-762

thermore, we assume participants receiving training material763

were more cautious after getting caught once because they764

would assume that more phishing simulations would follow.765

On the other hand, participants without training material766

would not get any information that they fell for a phishing767

email and thus would not know that wewere sending phishing 768

simulations. 769

FIGURE 5. Number of times users completed a training.

VII. MACHINE LEARNING DRIVEN PHISHING EMAIL 770

DIFFICULTY PREDICTION 771

The last two decades of information security field have wit- 772

nessed the establishment of numerous approaches aiming at 773

identification of phishing characteristics in several modalities 774

such as emails [93], [94], web pages [95], URLs [94], [96], 775

SMSmessages [97], and visual contents [95], [98]. The incor- 776

poration of machine learning methodologies and the continu- 777

ous progress in AI systems have resulted in the proliferation 778

of highly accurate classifiers and detectors. These attempts 779

employed and tested various features extracted from different 780

sources of information mentioned above. While relatively 781

past studies focused onmanual feature crafting (e.g., presence 782

of ‘‘HTTPS’’ or domain registration date), current studies 783

have evolved so that representations are obtained through 784

more deep architectures. In particular, inventions in the Natu- 785

ral Language Processing field, such as attention-based Trans- 786

formers (e.g., BERT, GPT3), has revolutionized the way of 787

semantic understanding of text data. 788

However, it should be noted that those studies generally 789

focus on either phish/legitimate discrimination or brand- 790

based identification, requiring the class labels to be obtained 791

through automated threat services or human annotations. 792

In this work, we follow a different path, diverging from 793

other studies, and attempt to predict the convincing power of 794

emails that we call difficulty via machine learning approaches 795

for the first time. The primary motivation behind this idea 796

is to explore and validate whether a system can estimate 797

the average difficulty perceived by users. It is evident that 798

the development of such a system has a great potential in 799

(a) scheduling of awareness training by practitioners effec- 800

tively and (b) efficiency gain in the perspective of CISOs [56]. 801

This purpose relies on estimating human perception, which 802

is pointed by [56] and diverges from others in the following 803

aspects: 804
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a: HUMAN FACTOR805

Prediction of human perception for a particular stimulus is806

related to explicit and implicit human-based factors making807

it more challenging to model. Thus, this kind of study can be808

seen as probing the human brain to explore the factors playing809

a role in critical decision-making processes. Likewise, the810

perception of phishing is no exception of this. As the behavior811

of falling into phishing sources for numerous reasons and812

has direct connections to the Kahneman’s System I [99]813

(i.e., fast and unconscious decision making), understanding814

the driving factors in falling into phishing needs continual815

research adapting to new tactics exploited by attackers.816

b: DATA LABELING817

As is known, the perception is individual. Nonetheless, phish-818

ing email difficulty prediction requires finding a consistent819

way to compute average human perception in order to be820

used by CISOs when examining communities. Our problem,821

therefore, needs a different labeling scheme rather than the822

use of conventional binary labels. So, we employ click rates823

and some thresholds to establish a systematic way for data824

labeling.825

c: FEATURES USED826

Traditional machine learning-based phishing recognition827

schemes need to employ automatically extractable features828

independent of the underlyingmethods they leverage. In other829

words, they need to rely on measurable features. Nonethe-830

less, as stated above, estimating the human phishing per-831

ception requires some subjective, hard, and even impossible832

to measure features such as familiarity of an individual833

with a specific brand or service. The nature of our prob-834

lem, thus, addresses the use of manual features besides835

automatically extractable features, as shown in Table 6 and836

Table 5837

In the following sub-sections, we introduce our model838

proposal by presenting (i) the methodologies, features, and839

tools we employed, (ii) details about training and evaluation,840

and (iii) experimental results.841

A. LEARNING-BASED METHODOLOGIES USED842

This section will overview the primary methods we employed843

during our model design. Due to space constraints, we prefer844

to provide the selected methods’ fundamentals, benefits, and845

justifications. Interested readers can refer to the given papers846

for further information.847

1) SENTENCE TRANSFORMERS848

The last decade of the NLP world has witnessed a series849

of advances and the increasing use of deep architectures.850

In simple words, a piece of textual data (i.e., sequence)851

has to be converted into a vector form to be processed by852

computers, which was first achieved by the model of Bag of853

Words (BOW), where each term is first detected and added to854

an extensive ordered dictionary. The absence of meaning in855

BOW has led to the born of Word Embeddings (e.g., Glove, 856

WordVec), in which the semantic similarities and relation- 857

ships were taken into account in a local manner. Recurrent 858

Neural Networks (RNNs) were later developed in order to 859

involve the positional information of given words. However, 860

the well-known vanishing gradients problem in RNNs caused 861

the invention of LSTMs [100] which can work unidirectional 862

or bidirectional to capture past and future data. Next, a variety 863

of Attention Mechanisms (e.g., additive, multi-head) were 864

developed to detect the most relevant elements of a given data 865

resulting in more accuracy gain. Although these approaches 866

pose impressive results, their drawback of sequential process- 867

ing makes it challenging when large amounts of data come 868

into play. Besides, Word Embeddings pose a very narrow 869

contextual window for a word because of utilizing only its 870

nearby words [101]. Eventually, the Transformer [102] mod- 871

els such as BERT [103], and RoBERTa [104] have emerged 872

and performed state-of-art results in various NLP tasks by 873

introducing positional encodings, multi-head attention net- 874

works, and ability of parallel training. 875

BERT and alikemodels present beneficial information-rich 876

dense representations. However, for some sentence-pair 877

regression tasks such as semantic textual similarity, the 878

design of those models is not well suited for construct- 879

ing sentence embeddings [105]. Introduced by Reimers and 880

Gurevych [105], Sentence-BERT (SBERT) model produces 881

sentence-level embeddings rather than word or token level 882

either. In addition, instead of using a cross-encoder module, 883

SBERT leverages siamese and triplet networks to generate 884

semantically meaningful sentence embeddings [105] that can 885

be used for several tasks such as clustering, question & 886

answering information retrieval, and textual similarity com- 887

parison. Fundamentally, SBERT is based on BERT model, 888

and utilizes a siamese triplet network schema which con- 889

tains a pooling layer and a soft-max classifier on top of it, 890

as depicted in Fig.6. Given two sentences, namely A and B, 891

the produced vectors u for A and v for B are concatenated 892

together with the element-wise difference vector |u−v| yield- 893

ing the resultant vector to be fed into the softmax classifier for 894

training given in Eq. (3), where Wt corresponds to weights 895

FIGURE 6. Overview of the SBERT neural model [105].
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and holds forWt ∈ R3n×k [105].896

o = softmax(Wt (u, v, |u− v|)) (3)897

The trained weights can be used to estimate the similarity.898

Note that the degree of similarity of two vectors u and v can899

bemeasured via cosine similarity. To determine the similarity,900

the triplet loss function given in Eq.(4) is used901

max(||sa − sp|| − ||sa − sn|| + ε, 0) (4)902

where sa−sp denotes the distance between an anchor sentence903

and its similar counterpart (i.e. positive). Similarly, sa − sn904

represents the distance between the anchor and a dissimilar905

sentence (i.e. negative). Note that ||.|| defines the metric906

(e.g. Euclidean) whereas ε is used to ensure that sp is at least907

ε closer to sa than sn [105].908

With the advent of Transformers, apart from their monolin-909

gual counterparts, the multi-lingual models (MLMs), which910

support more than 100 languages, emerged. The main goal911

of MLMs is to produce feature vectors as close as possible912

for the sentences that are the same in meaning but different913

in language. Thus, it is aimed to remove the language barrier914

for tasks associated with semantic similarity. Given a piece of915

text not longer than 512 tokens, the trained model can be used916

to generate fixed-sized sentence vectors which are seman-917

tics preserving. Consequently, we employed three different918

sentence transformers, namely BERT, RoBERTa and XLM919

Multilingual that are publicly served by the HuggingFace920

community.921

2) ZERO-SHOT LEARNING922

Apart from being a rising trend in recent years, zero-shot923

learning (ZSL) is a promising transfer learning scheme when924

a low data or low resource regime(s) comes into play. In sim-925

ple terms, ZSL aims to build a classifier through a finite set926

of class labels and later perform classifications in the wild927

with a different set of labels that the classifier never observed928

before. According to [106], ZSL is learning how to identify929

fresh concepts by just describing them. In a similar vein,930

authors of [107] have shown that a comprehensively trained931

language model, the so-called GPT-2, performs well in other932

downstream tasks without any fine-tuning along with a new933

training dataset. Since it is a highly active field, the literature934

has witnessed several ZSL approaches, especially in the NLP935

domain.936

In this work, we leveraged the approach suggested937

by [108], which employs a pre-trained Multi Natural Lan-938

guage Inference sequence-pair classifier as a zero-shot text939

classifier. As is known, Natural Language Inference (NLI)940

deals with predicting whether the given hypothesis h and941

premise p (a) contain any logical connection such as entail-942

ment, (b) exhibit contradiction, (c) be neutral in to each943

other [109]. The fundamental idea of this method is to take944

the sequence to be labeled as the ‘‘premise,’’ convert each945

candidate label into a ‘‘hypothesis,’’ and evaluate its level of946

‘‘coherence.’’ In other words, the NLImodel predicts whether947

the premise ‘‘entails’’ the hypothesis. The probability scores948

assigned to the prediction enable us to determine the ‘‘best’’ 949

label among the given ones. In this way, it becomes possible 950

to identify the coherence of a set of unknown labels with the 951

premise. 952

Since emails are a universal way of communication, 953

we intentionally adopted a language-agnostic ZSL classifier 954

in this study. The pre-trained model of the approach we 955

employed can be found online.1 956

3) SUPERVISED MANIFOLD LEARNING VIA UMAP 957

In many of the supervised ML tasks, acquiring more fea- 958

tures for an entity is often preferred since it is expected 959

that the more features the algorithms are fed, the more 960

accurate models we obtain. This expectation, however, does 961

not hold for every case due to the well-known problem 962

of the curse of dimensionality which leads to confusion 963

for the algorithms and yields poorer results. Further, the 964

risk of overfitting emerges when the number of observa- 965

tions is significantly lower than the number of features 966

to be employed. To combat those problems, apart from 967

feature selection techniques, dimension reduction methods 968

(e.g., PCA [110], Isomap [111], t-SNE [112]) were proposed. 969

Recently, McInnes et al. [113] suggested a dimension reduc- 970

tion and manifold learning scheme so-called ‘‘UMAP,’’ by 971

addressing several shortcomings of previous works such as 972

high computational cost, large memory requirements, low 973

speed, and the inability to preserve local and global structures. 974

The fundamental goal of a dimension reduction method is 975

to project the data points lying in a high dimensional space 976

into a lower-dimensional space by preserving the similarities 977

and dissimilarities in the original space. From the technical 978

point of view, a dimension reduction algorithm considers the 979

data points are uniformly spread in a manifold that can be 980

approximated and projected into a lower-dimensional space. 981

Throughout this procedure, the parameters that define the 982

topological structure (manifold) of high-dimensional space 983

can be learned unsupervised. To do so, the UMAP first 984

constructs a high dimensional graph structure through the 985

concept of fuzzy simplicial complex which can be considered 986

as a weighted graph storing the weights of edges indicating 987

the degree of probability between the vertices [114]. Next, 988

controlled by the diameter hyperparameter, it is determined 989

to connect an observation to another, relying on whether they 990

overlap situations within a volumetric space [115]. Then, due 991

to the necessity of a careful consideration between obtaining 992

very tiny or large clusters, UMAP adjusts a diameter accord- 993

ing to the distance of nearest neighbors of each observation in 994

the higher dimensional space to fuzzify the graph by also low- 995

ering the connections’ possibility together with an increased 996

connecting diameter [114]. Overall, UMAP optimizes this 997

fuzzy graph layout iteratively through the Stochastic Gradient 998

Descent algorithm. Finally, the projectionmapping is learned, 999

saved, and can be used later as a transformer. 1000

1https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-large-mnli
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FIGURE 7. Data and work flow of the proposed machine learning based phishing email difficulty prediction.

In this study, we employed the supervised UMAP, a class1001

label powered version of UMAP, in both feature sets to1002

(i) increase the classification performance and robustness,1003

(ii) acquire more discriminative lower dimensional embed-1004

dings by transforming the test set through the learned mapper1005

function gained from the training set, (iii) visualize the data1006

samples in 2-D. UMAP requires careful tuning of several vital1007

parameters such as n_neighbors, min_dist, n_components,1008

and metric. Nonetheless, due to space constraints, we suggest1009

the reader [113] for further reading on more advanced expla-1010

nations. As a side note, to utilize the UMAP in our system,1011

we have used the ‘‘umap-learn’’ Python package, whose built1012

version is ‘‘0.5’’.1013

B. FEATURES EMPLOYED1014

To date, the classification of phishing emails has been stud-1015

ied in many works [93], [94], [101], [123] by employing1016

various structural, syntactical, lexical features as well as1017

NLP based features. In particular, recent studies such as1018

[93], [101] benefit from the natural language-based under-1019

standing. In a different vein, to assess the phishing1020

susceptibility of users, [124] leveraged questionnaire-based1021

information such as demographic, personality, security and1022

knowledge experience, etc. In this context, as can be seen,1023

many works in the anti-phishing literature mainly aim at dis-1024

covering the patterns in (i) phishing contents through a wide1025

variety of cues and (ii) user-centered information affecting the1026

behavioral activities. Consequently, inspired by these works,1027

our ML-driven difficulty prediction model makes use of two1028

main feature categories, namely structural and NLP based1029

semantic features derived from (i) email content, (ii) sender1030

email address, or (iii) subject line as depicted in Fig. 7.1031

However, it should always be kept in mind that our approach1032

diverges from many studies by its problem domain. In this1033

regard, according to our best knowledge, the closest study to1034

ours is the work conducted by [58].1035

Unlike plain text-based emails, emails built via HTML- 1036

based templates often involve one or more irrelevant parts 1037

for the main message (e.g., footer, header, etc.). According 1038

to us, the impact of these parts, though cannot be com- 1039

pletely ignored, is limited. We, therefore, decided to focus 1040

on acquiring the most ‘‘core’’ message, which will be input 1041

for the subsequent feature extractors. However, as is known, 1042

revealing the main content out of a more noisy text is a chal- 1043

lenging task. Thus, we have investigated several open-source 1044

solutions and finally preferred to employ Trafilatura [125] as 1045

our main content extractor to be used in email bodies. The 1046

primary rationale behind this selection was its high F1 score 1047

continuously reported in updated benchmarks. Technically 1048

speaking, from a given HTML file of the email, Trafilatura 1049

extracts the core and noise-cleaned plain text content. In the 1050

second stage, we leveraged Google Translate API to translate 1051

non-English contents (i.e., email body and subject line) into 1052

English since the readability scores we compute are only 1053

available when the content is in English. Together with the 1054

use of Beautiful Soup2 python interface, we constructed all 1055

our pre-processing mechanisms for further operations. 1056

1) STRUCTURAL FEATURES 1057

Throughout this study, we call the structural features for the 1058

features having binary, scalar, or multinomial variables either. 1059

Depending on the acquisition scheme, we categorize them 1060

into automated andmanually crafted features which are com- 1061

prehensively introduced in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively. 1062

The manual features essentially require human intervention, 1063

whereas the automated features can be computed via either 1064

machine learning or conventional scripting. Similar to the 1065

works [124], [126], [127], we assume that the behavior of 1066

falling into phishing email is highly related to the content 1067

exposed and human-centric factors. We further hypothesize 1068

2https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/
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TABLE 5. Automated features and their summary.

that the luring potential of the message has implicit semanti-1069

cal and emotional connections to the content, as pointed out1070

by [58], [128] too.1071

Thus, apart from the cited features given in Table 5 and1072

Table 6, we propose new and novel features to gain more1073

discriminating representations together with better general-1074

ization capability. Due to space limitations, we only provide1075

the details of the features we contributed and the ones needing1076

clarification.1077

2) SENTIMENTAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE EMAIL BODY1078

According to [127] and [23], phishing emails often contains1079

emotional andmotivational appeals. Moreover, as pointed out1080

by [141], the Socio-Emotional Selectivity Theory [142] has1081

some potential constructs in phishing susceptibility. In simple 1082

terms, this theory proposes that older people compared to 1083

younger tend to be more influenced by emotions in their 1084

goals due to the perceived limitation of future time left. 1085

Similarly, according to [133], phishers attempt to influence 1086

victims through particular emotional triggers like fear and 1087

anticipation. Therefore, we decided to approach the problem 1088

by including sentimental analysis to explore the emotional 1089

distribution of the email body and subject line. 1090

With this aim in mind, we leveraged a relatively 1091

recent Transformer based sentiment classifier using the 1092

‘‘RoBERTa’’ language model [104] as the back-end. The 1093

model, which was fine-tuned and evaluated on fifteen 1094

data sets from diverse text sources, allows binary fashion 1095
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TABLE 6. Manually crafted features and their properties.
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sentiment analysis for English-language texts by outputting1096

either positive or negative sentiment. The model is being1097

hosted by the Hugging Face model hub.3 We first split the1098

content produced by Trafilatura into sentences via NLTK1099

Language Toolkit.4 Second, each sentence was fed into the1100

model, and depending on the outcome, we built a histogram1101

of sentiments for both extracted email content and the subject1102

line. An example output presenting the ratios of positive1103

and negative sentiments is shown in Fig. 8. Meanwhile,1104

we employed the model for inference rather than making any1105

prior fine-tuning to prevent any possible bias.1106

3) EMOTION OF THE SUBJECT LINE1107

In a similar vein to the sentimental distribution of the email1108

body, we also inspected the core emotion of the subject1109

line since it constitutes the first perceived element of the1110

received email. Likewise, we aimed at finding out whether1111

any emotional aspect incepted by the subject line plays an1112

influencing role on users and followingly causes them to1113

fall into phishing. However, unlike doing positive/negative1114

type discrimination, we instead followed the framework of1115

Plutchik’s wheel of emotions [143], [144] which serves as a1116

psycho-evolutionary classification approach for general emo-1117

tional responses.1118

To achieve this, we selected the eight-core emotions in the1119

Plutchik’s wheel of emotions as follows ectasy, admiration,1120

terror, amazement, grief, loathing, rage, vigilance. At this1121

stage, we utilized the zero-shot learning paradigm. As men-1122

tioned before, ZSL enables performing classification from a1123

given pre-defined set of labels without requiring any model1124

fine-tuning or re-training. In the implementation, we let the1125

algorithm run in multi-class mode and set a threshold of1126

0.5 to validate the class probability of the top-1 ranked ZSL1127

outcome. If and only if the likelihood of the top-1 prediction1128

exceeded the defined threshold, we accepted it as a confident1129

prediction. Otherwise, we rejected, assigning the label of1130

‘‘unknown/other.’’1131

4) TOPIC OF THE SUBJECT LINE1132

We also investigated whether the topic/concept of the email1133

subject line impacts phishing or legitimacy perception. A pre-1134

liminary study [133] lists the most used themes of phishing1135

email as ‘‘account verification, update, confirmation, vali-1136

dation,’’ ‘‘document sharing,’’ and ‘‘payment, transaction or1137

bank related issues.’’ Nonetheless, the challenge of determin-1138

ing a highly distinguishing set of topics has led us to follow1139

an experimental methodology. We first defined ten different1140

topic-set, each having various topics ranging from 6 to 10.1141

Although phishing emails originated from a more diverse1142

set of themes as exampled in [145], we reduced it since the1143

number of data points we have is a compelling factor. Next,1144

we downloaded a publicly-available email dataset containing1145

more than 350 emails and performed ZSL by examining1146

3https://huggingface.co/siebert/sentiment-roberta-large-english
4https://www.nltk.org/

each topic set and the subject lines. Later, we calculated 1147

the likelihood of each prediction for each topic set and 1148

observed the overall confidence of the ZSL model we used 1149

when performing each topic set. According to our experi- 1150

ments, the topic-set involving the following concepts, namely 1151

announcement, business, request, romance, security, urgency, 1152

vacation yielded the highest average confidence score. The 1153

same threshold-based label assignment verification proce- 1154

dure (t=0.5) was also applied. 1155

As a result, we have employed the ZSL approach for our 1156

dataset by providing the topic-set mentioned above and label- 1157

ing them as a pre-processing stage. Nonetheless, it should 1158

be kept in mind that the given predefined label sets in our 1159

ZSL-powered study may not be universally representative 1160

and needs further investigation with much larger data col- 1161

lected from diverse cultures. 1162

5) READABILITY SCORES 1163

In general, the readability score is used to measure how hard 1164

to perceive a piece of text by people. According to [116], 1165

readability is an essential part of accessibility [146], and it 1166

has direct implications for phishing emails. Regarding the 1167

readability, Song [147] points out that the complexity of the 1168

text-based stimuli has some implications on the behavior 1169

of sharing on social media sharing, such as people often 1170

tend to share easy to read contents since it is triggered by 1171

Kahneman’s System I. We hypothesize that the readability 1172

as a metric could be engaged with textual complexity and, 1173

thus, a link between System I [99] and the readability score 1174

might be established. Therefore, we leveraged two different 1175

readability scores namedARI (Automated Readability Index) 1176

and CLI (Coleman Liau Index) to determine whether our 1177

hypothesis is valid. Designed for English texts, the automatic 1178

readability index [122] is used to calculate the readability 1179

score, which is formulated in Eq.(5) 1180

ARI = 4.71(
C
W

)+ 0.5(
W
S
)− 21.43 (5) 1181

where C denotes the number of numbers and letters while 1182

W shows the number of spaces and S indicates the number 1183

of sentences [116]. CLI, on the other hand, suggested by 1184

Coleman and Liau [121] is given in Eq. (6) 1185

CLI = 0.0588L − 0.296S − 15.8 (6) 1186

where L shows the average number of letters per hundred 1187

words while S indicates the average number of sentences per 1188

hundred words, it should be noted that, in his experiments, 1189

Sonowal [116] found that ARI outcomes a more distinguish- 1190

ing histogram compared to the one produced with CLI. Fur- 1191

ther, in two of these metrics, legitimate emails often exhibit 1192

higher scores than phishing ones. In our study, we leveraged 1193

the textstat5 Python package to measure both of these read- 1194

ability scores. 1195

5https://pypi.org/project/textstat/
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FIGURE 8. Dashboard GUI we developed for campaign management.

6) CIRCLE OF RELEVANCE1196

The attraction power of an email is highly correlated with the1197

topic and relevance of content to the user. From the user’s1198

point of view, if the email is received from an unknown com-1199

pany, the willingness to open or read it will be less compared1200

to an expected email. The word ‘‘expected’’ here plays a key1201

role since it refers to familiarity, relevance, and even cred-1202

ibility to the sender. Therefore, phishing awareness trainers1203

and even spear phishers often send highly relevant emails1204

throughout the work or school environment. Steves et al. [59]1205

name this phenomenon as a ‘‘premise alignment.’’ According1206

to them, the premise alignment is the adjusting the appropri-1207

ateness of an email through the acquired context of the target1208

population. To this end, they suggested three levels for this1209

alignment process such as ‘‘high,’’ ‘‘medium,’’ and ‘‘low,’’ to1210

be defined in either a blended or formulaic approach.1211

However, we argue that the alignment categorization/1212

scoring process in [59] is a bit complex and abstract. We,1213

instead, propose a more concrete and easy to perceive fea-1214

ture, the so-called ‘‘Circle of Relevance,’’ by taking into1215

account the priority and context of users. We, thus, define1216

four levels such as ‘‘Business or School Place,’’ ‘‘Well1217

known Company or Friend,’’ ‘‘Lesser-known Company,’’ and1218

‘‘Unknown Company or Person,’’ depending on the con-1219

textual relevance. We believe that awareness trainers would1220

easily label the campaign emails through this level-based1221

categorization. Nonetheless, it should be noted that, although1222

the Circle of Relevance is inherently individual, we here refer1223

to a population-wise assignment determined by the training1224

implementer. Furthermore, we believe that this feature could1225

be used for a person- or group-based analysis.1226

7) CONTENT ORIENTED SEMANTIC FEATURES 1227

It is an inevitable fact that the content of the subject 1228

line and email body have a significant role in individuals’ 1229

behavior and response to phishing attacks. Several works 1230

[133], [145] highlight how the semantics of the emails play a 1231

crucial role in luring victims. Thus, we attempted to obtain an 1232

information-rich vectorial representation of the subject line 1233

and core message of the email. 1234

For this purpose, we experimented with sentence trans- 1235

formers (ST) having different underlying pre-trained models 1236

such as BERT, RoBERTa, and XLM Multilingual. In the 1237

implementation stage, we first extract the concise message 1238

from the body. Then, we maximally take the first 512 tokens 1239

of the content. Finally, we input both subject line and email 1240

message into the mentioned models’ specific tokenizers for 1241

parsing and to be further processed. For example, while 1242

BERT-based, ST generates 768-d vectors, the remaining two 1243

output 1024 dimensional vectors (i.e., logits). Eventually, 1244

we obtained two vectors of the given subject line-body pair 1245

to be further fed into machine learning models. 1246

According to our best knowledge, our work is the first of 1247

its kind that employs the state of the art sentence transformers 1248

to obtain paragraph-level representations from email con- 1249

tents. We also assess whether single or multi-lingual-based 1250

models better fit our problem by processing both original 1251

and translated versions of the email body. It is a known 1252

phenomenon that multi-lingual transformer models are prone 1253

to perform worse when the input document belongs to a 1254

language in which the model had seen insufficient train- 1255

ing data. Keeping in mind that our campaign emails are 1256

in English or German, our initial expectation would be to 1257

obtain similar accuracy scores across all these transformer 1258

models since both languages are sufficiently sampled from 1259

diverse sources. Nonetheless, emails belonging to less spoken 1260

languages might perform worse when multi-lingual-based 1261

models are used. Thus, as the first step, we mainly preferred 1262

to translate our contents into English through more advanced 1263

and complex GPT-3 and alike models, and then utilize the 1264

single language models like BERT and RoBERTa. 1265

C. DEVELOPED TOOLS 1266

At the beginning of the study, we first developed a web-based 1267

dashboard application for (1) scheduling and over-viewing 1268

all 144 campaigns over 12 weeks, (2) storing all manual 1269

features, and (3) extracting automated features. In this way, 1270

we maintained the data integrity and observed the feature- 1271

value distributions. As shown from Fig. 8, the campaign 1272

management module can store all campaign features and 1273

click rates under different awareness training programs. 1274

Our ASP.NET v3.5-based dashboard was implemented 1275

using C#.NET and Python languages. We have utilized 1276

Microsoft SQL Server v14 as the central database server for 1277

data storage. Meanwhile, the automated feature extraction 1278

parts took advantage of various Python packages and Hug- 1279

ging Face inference pipelines. 1280
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VIII. EXPERIMENTATION1281

In previous sub-sections, along with Table 5 and Table 6,1282

we have explained our features in detail. To create a predic-1283

tion system for phishing email difficulty, we first moved our1284

SQL-based data into a Python environment and created an1285

experimentation and deployment pipeline. We then labeled1286

our target variable by following the guideline in the work1287

of [56]. Accordingly, we have assigned the label ‘‘easy’’ for1288

the cases where the ratio of average clickers in four audience1289

subgroups (i.e., Simulation, Embed. Training, Rubric, and1290

ET+Rubric) is less than 10% of the corresponding audience.1291

Similarly, the label ‘‘medium’’ was preferred for 10%-20%,1292

whereas the label ‘‘difficult’’ was chosen for the cases where1293

the explained ratio is higher than 20%. In this context,1294

we obtained 83 ‘‘easy’’ samples and 39 ‘‘medium’’ cases,1295

whereas the number of ‘‘difficult’’ samples reached 21.1296

In our experiments, to achieve the best ML model,1297

we investigated the impact of (1) the input data modality or a1298

combination of them, (2) the type of sentence transformer if1299

employed, (3) the machine learning classifier, (4) the pres-1300

ence of a feature selection technique, and (5) parameters1301

of UMAP based dimension reduction if used. As depicted1302

in Fig. 7, we also approached the problem by consider-1303

ing these perspectives. Since we have a limited amount of1304

data points, 144, we have preferred to employ 5-fold cross-1305

validation to ensure generalization capability. Besides, due1306

to the imbalance in our dataset, we used stratified sampling1307

in cross-validation via shuffling. Throughout the modeling1308

stage, we have employed Support Vector Machine (SVM),1309

Random Forest (RF), XGBoost, and Multi-layer Percep-1310

tron (MLP) classifiers shipped with sklearn6 Python package.1311

Furthermore, we applied a standard scaler to normalize the1312

features when we ran MLP. For performing dimension reduc-1313

tion, we leveraged the supervised UMAP. As stated before,1314

UMAP provides a variety of hyper-parameters that affect1315

the representation performance (i.e., focusing on local or1316

global similarities) during the projection of high-dimensional1317

features into lower-dimensional vectors. Thus, we systemati-1318

cally performed a grid search to test various hyper-parameters1319

of both UMAP and other ML classifiers as listed in Table 7.1320

Particularly, the asterisk marked parameters such as ‘C’ and1321

‘number of features’ belonging to a particular method were1322

involved within the grid-search with the corresponding values1323

given as a list. As a result, we conducted extensive experi-1324

ments to find out the best settings.1325

We first divided the experiments into two main tracks in1326

a way that either ‘‘Whole Structural/Sentimental Features’’1327

(WSSF) or ‘‘Automated Structural/Sentimental Features’’1328

(ASSF) are fundamentally utilized. Note that, the ASSF set1329

shown in Table 5 is a subset of theWSSF set (i.e. composition1330

of features both in Table 5 and Table 6) and comprises only1331

the automated features apart from external semantic features1332

obtained through sentence transformers. Next, we attempted1333

to discover the outcome of each modality along with their1334

6https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

TABLE 7. Hyper-parameters of the employed methods. The asterisk
marked parameters’ values were used in grid-search.

combinations. For this reason, from the modality point of 1335

view, we built four kind of models extracting information 1336

from (1) pure structural featuresW/A (SSF), (2) email content 1337

only NLP features (ECF), (3) subject line only NLP features 1338

(SLF) and (4) W/A(SSF) + (ECF and/or SLF) through late 1339

fusion of vectors. 1340

After having a comprehensive experimentation period 1341

which includes 5-fold cross-validation and parameter search- 1342

ing, we have achieved the results given in Table 8 and 1343

Table 9. The two tables differ on only SSF and SSF+(ECF 1344

and SLF) groups since the other two categories share the same 1345

information source. Besides, the right-most column shows 1346

the best baseline scores achieved via no feature-selection or 1347

dimension-reduction technique. Consequently, our key find- 1348

ings are listed below, relying on the obtained scores. We elab- 1349

orated on these findings in the discussion section. 1350

• Compared to the use of automated only features, man- 1351

ually crafted features contributed to superior results in 1352

terms of all metrics. 1353

• As opposed to our initial expectations, the best perform- 1354

ing model yielding an accuracy of 68.54%, F1-score 1355

of 66.51% and AUC of 75.02% was obtained through 1356

whole SSFs concatenated with the BERT-represented 1357

subject line, built with the SVM, dimensionally reduced. 1358

Although WSSF+EC performs a relatively close score 1359

with an accuracy of 67.85%, this surprising result shows 1360

that the subject line provides slightly more specific 1361

information than email content. 1362

• As can be seen from the Table 8 and Table 9, the UMAP 1363

supervised dimension reduction technique provided per- 1364

formance gain (i.e. +6.49% in average accuracy for 1365

WSSF-based experiments whereas +2.51% in ASSF- 1366

based experiments), pointing out the benefit of manifold 1367

learning in the problem domain. Furthermore, rather 1368

than automated features, incorporating all structural fea- 1369

tures yielded more gain, especially when coupled with 1370

supervised UMAP. This provides another perspective 1371

suggesting the superiority of WSSF-based features such 1372

that manifold learning performs better in class separa- 1373

tion in the projected lower-dimensional space. Besides, 1374

the metric of hamming outperformed the other metrics. 1375
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TABLE 8. 5-fold cross-validation results obtained from different modalities through all features. The best model is shown with bold font-face.

TABLE 9. 5-fold cross-validation results obtained from different modalities through automated-only features. The best model is shown with bold
font-face.

This finding is no surprise since most of our SSFs are1376

designed as binary features, in line with the formulation1377

of hamming distance.1378

• According to our observations, the RoBERTa represen-1379

tations consisting of 1024-d vectors slightly outperform1380

768-d BERT based representations for the ECF and1381

SLF models. As opposed to this, merging NLP fea-1382

tures with SSF switches this finding in favor of BERT1383

representations.1384

• Except for three cases, the ‘‘mutual info’’ based feature1385

selection technique could not improve the ML models1386

in terms of generalization capability. We believe this is1387

more likely related to the loss of essential NLP features1388

during the training stage. Thus, in our particular prob-1389

lem, this finding emphasizes the feasibility of dimen-1390

sion reduction in favor of sustainable generalization1391

capability.1392

• No significant advantage among the ML classifiers was1393

observed. Likewise, we could not notice any noteworthy1394

accuracy gain between multi-lingual and single-lingual1395

transformers for our particular problem.1396

A plausible reason for having superior results with Subject1397

Line Features instead of Email Content Features might be that1398

Transformer models produce more consistent results when1399

the number of input tokens decreases. Technically speaking, 1400

shorter sequences often provide more consistent representa- 1401

tions. Furthermore, as subject lines usually consist of fewer 1402

words, the acquired semantic representations could be more 1403

cohesive and informative. Nonetheless, a careful inspection 1404

reveals that EC and SL provide equivalent gain. However, 1405

their exclusive combinations with (W)SSF yield a slightly 1406

different score. It should be noted that our finding contradicts 1407

the finding of [128] which states the email body has a more 1408

significant impact on users’ decisions compared to the subject 1409

line. 1410

We also conducted a study to reveal the importance scores 1411

of the significant SSF features. In this way, we aimed to 1412

evaluate the structural features’ effectiveness and verify their 1413

validity for the phishing email difficulty estimation. Thus, 1414

to define the best strategy, we focused on theWSSFs since we 1415

are not interested in the NLP features. If we review Table 8 1416

and Table 9, it can be seen that the scores for the topmost 1417

rows were achieved through the UMAP technique with five 1418

features only. So, we preferred to utilize a model trained 1419

with WSSF only. As a result, we retrained the models having 1420

only WSSF via all algorithms. Next, we applied the feature 1421

selection method to remove irrelevant features and picked 1422

the one having the best outcome among the others. The best 1423
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FIGURE 9. Box-plot of significant features with their importance scores
for the WSSFs. The yellow colored bars represent the most important
three factors. Accounting for five-folds, the triangles indicate mean values
whereas red lines show median values.

model (Random Forest) achieves the accuracy of 61.08% on1424

average through the 5-fold CV evaluation. To compute more1425

precise importance values, we used permutation based fea-1426

ture importance module, which is a sklearn built-in package.1427

Next, the important features were collected along with their1428

scores and were fed into a box-whisker plot, as can be seen1429

from Fig. 9.1430

The revealed feature importance scores are only used for1431

gaining some insight into the feature effectiveness. Accord-1432

ingly, the most impactful three factors were found as (1)1433

the presence of urgency tone in the email, (2) the pro-1434

posed concept - circle of relevance, and (3) the presence1435

of typo-squatting in the email body text. Furthermore, user1436

familiarity, copyright, legal notes, sentimental scores, and1437

readability scores (ARI) follow them. On the other hand,1438

‘‘too good to be true offers’’ and the presence of personalized1439

salutation were found ineffective in the prediction. Similarly,1440

our evaluations stated that the remaining SSFs were also1441

not found impactful. These results, in line with System I of1442

Kahneman, clearly show that the urgency tone continues to1443

play the most critical role in phishing vulnerability among1444

the users. As can be seen from Fig. 10, the distribution of1445

urgency tone among three classes indicates how this fea-1446

ture shows significant ratio contrasts among those difficulty1447

levels. The second most important finding is that our new1448

feature ‘‘circle of relevance’’ indicates the significance of1449

familiarity and premise alignment [59]. In concordance with1450

literature, we observe that users are more vulnerable when1451

they are confronted with business or school emails due to the1452

high relevance. The distribution of this feature among three1453

classes is given in Fig. 11. As it can be seen, the ‘‘difficult’’ 1454

class is dominantly involves ‘‘business place or school’’ - 1455

the highest convincing relevance. Similarly, the ‘‘medium’’ 1456

class holds similarities to the ‘‘difficult’’ category in terms of 1457

distribution, implying that the higher the relevance is more 1458

likely a user will fall into a phishing email. 1459

One another finding is to detect the Automated Readability 1460

Index as a relatively important factor. We believe that this 1461

finding has relation to the ‘‘principle of least effort’’ [148] 1462

which suggests the use of ‘‘shortcuts’’ and least effort- 1463

ful mode in human decision making processes. According 1464

to [149], daily e-mail reading activities is progressively shape 1465

the interaction in a way of reducing the cognitive effort. Thus, 1466

it is not very surprising to observe the impact of perceived 1467

textual complexity. 1468

As another key finding derived from our models, 1469

Typosquatting continues to haunt victims. In a similar 1470

vein, users still likely fall into phishing without noticing 1471

the hyphen character in URLs and even in sender email 1472

addresses. Finally, the feature ‘‘expected visual design’’ was 1473

surprisingly lower than our initial expectation. Nonetheless, 1474

it should be kept in mind that this might be sourced because 1475

a significant portion of our campaign emails was purely 1476

text-based. 1477

FIGURE 10. Distribution of urgency tone for each difficulty level.

IX. RESULTS 1478

A. RESULTS REGARDING RQ1 1479

In our experiment, we conducted anti-phishing training with 1480

a high frequency of attack simulations. Participants would 1481

receive either six or twelve emails for three months or six 1482

months. However, just over two-thirds of users (68.1%) never 1483

submitted their credentials. In addition, 45.8% of the partic- 1484

ipants never clicked on any of the attacks simulations, and 1485

we assume that especially these participants were becoming 1486

security fatigued over time as the anti-phishing training had 1487

no beneficially effect on them. Thus, credential-based phish- 1488

ing attack simulations are not an effective training method 1489
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FIGURE 11. Distribution of ’circle of relevance’ for each difficulty level.

for most users. This finding is in line with the feedback1490

received by many of our participants, as many of them would1491

complain at our service desk that they do not need such1492

phishing awareness training.1493

From the received user feedback, we can say that some1494

users were unhappy with the frequency of anti-phishing1495

simulations, and there was a tendency of ‘‘security fatigue1496

effect’’ [87]. Moreover, it shows that phishing awareness1497

simulations should focus on enhancing their training con-1498

tents towards content more in line with the user’s circle1499

of relevance. Alternatively, in other words, to enhance cur-1500

rent phishing awareness training methods, the content of the1501

attack simulations needs to be more tuned towards individual1502

users instead of groups.1503

B. RESULTS REGARDING RQ21504

We sent 144 randomly selected phishing simulations, and1505

every participant would receive twelve different emails over1506

twelve weeks.1507

Furthermore, the email sending time was randomly dis-1508

tributed over the weeks. The result now provides evidence1509

to [150] that the number of times users fail to detect phishing1510

attack simulations follows a power-law distribution. In other1511

words, our results confirm that only a tiny fraction of users1512

repeatedly fall (more than four times) for simulated phishing1513

attacks. Additionally, as shown in Figure 2 there is a clear1514

trend visible that with an increasing number of phishing1515

simulations, the number of repeated clickers decreases.1516

C. RESULTS REGARDING RQ31517

In Section VI we performed a Chi-Square analysis to1518

determine further the influence of training material on the1519

click-behavior of the participants. The analysis shows that1520

all groups with training material performed better over time.1521

Surprisingly, however, as shown in Figure 5 most users that1522

had the opportunity for a training lesson did not fully com-1523

plete any of our training courses. This is insofar a novel1524

finding as it shows a contradiction. Participants who received 1525

learning material performed better over time, but most did 1526

not complete any of the training courses. Thus, we can only 1527

assume that the groups receiving training material performed 1528

better because they were expecting to receive more phish- 1529

ing simulations. We speculate that participants with training 1530

material would expect to receive additional attack simulations 1531

because they would receive an info mail with the training 1532

material when falling for a phishing simulation. On the other 1533

hand, participants in the control group would not receive any 1534

information about the study when falling for a phishing attack 1535

and may not realize they got phished. 1536

Nonetheless, we believe that it is well justified to send 1537

training material as we had participants completing several 1538

training courses, and we assume that these users could benefit 1539

from the training material. Further studies are necessary to 1540

test which training courses are more accepted and beneficial 1541

for users over time. 1542

D. RESULTS REGARDING RQ4 1543

To our best knowledge, our machine learning model is the 1544

first to demonstrate that it is possible to predict phishing 1545

susceptibility. Our current model uses state-of-the-art ST 1546

(RoBERTa, and BERT) in combination with UMAP dimen- 1547

sion reduction on the email content and subject line to classify 1548

an email into the three labels ‘‘easy,’’ ‘‘medium,’’ and ‘‘dif- 1549

ficult.’’ We also tested the plausibility of a multi-language 1550

model. Overall, we combined structural and semantic fea- 1551

tures. In addition, we illustrate the most significant features 1552

and importance scores in Figure 9 and show that urgency, 1553

circle of relevance, and typo-squatting are prominent fac- 1554

tors for phishing susceptibility. Using 5-fold-cross validation, 1555

our model has an accuracy of 68% on a limited dataset of 1556

143 emails but shows that it is possible to predict phishing 1557

susceptibility even within this scarce amount of data. 1558

X. DISCUSSION 1559

Unlike an algorithmic point of view, we believe that there 1560

are points to be discussed especially for the behavioral 1561

perspective and data distribution. First of all, the obtained 1562

model reflects the average behavioral patterns of the target 1563

community. In other words, the predictive models we built 1564

are specific to the community whose data were used dur- 1565

ing training. Thus, the personality [151], psychology [152], 1566

culture, technical background [72], business place, and job 1567

type [72] can be listed as significant influential factors driv- 1568

ing the audience’s response. Apart from these, according 1569

to [153], experiential and dispositional factors play a key 1570

role in decision-making processes so phishing victimization 1571

does. Second, the textual contents involved in our cam- 1572

paigns cover only a very tiny portion of the whole pos- 1573

sibilities that the attackers exploit. Thus, according to us, 1574

building a much more robust model that can be universally 1575

employed requires the following: (1) a much more diverse 1576

dataset collected from different countries, cultures and com- 1577

panies and (2) efficient and effective use of transfer learning. 1578
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Nevertheless, as the generalization ability assessed through1579

our 5-fold cross-validation scores show, aggregation of some1580

manually crafted/automated features such as ‘‘circle of rel-1581

evance,’’ sentimental distributions, and presence of urgency1582

tone are helpful to capture the variance to a certain extent.1583

At this point, one might ask ‘‘to what extent these features1584

could be extended and measured?’’.1585

In a very recent study, Zhuo et al. [152] described the two1586

dimensions of the quality of evidence affecting the ecological1587

validity of the experimental setup for awareness training sim-1588

ulation based anti-phishing studies: (1) experiment type and1589

(2) sample size in terms of user groups. Instead of conducting1590

an ‘‘email management’’ approach which is cost-effective but1591

less accurate, we followed the way of rolling out real-world1592

phishing simulations that are much more accurate despite1593

being restricted by legal and ethical issues. To our best1594

knowledge, this study involves the largest campaign data1595

(i.e. 144 exclusive emails) along with the corresponding1596

click-rate information. Considering the above-mentioned two1597

criteria, the collected data emerges as the largest one. How-1598

ever, from the ML point of view, it is obvious that there is a1599

need for more data. Thus, for cost-efficient future research,1600

we believe that it is beneficial to explore proper strategies1601

for aggregating simulation and plausible survey data such as1602

the utilization of survey data for weak supervision. Besides,1603

for large companies and institutions, it seems reasonable to1604

take the advantage of active learning and fine-tuning through1605

the supervision of a domain expert. In this way, a pre-trained1606

model created within a similar ecology could be adapted1607

to the needs of the target company/institution. Moreover,1608

the validity of the models could perhaps be checked against1609

cross-datasets.1610

Ever-growing anti-phishing literature has sought answers1611

for the underlying social-psychological and behavioral fac-1612

tors driving the behaviour of falling into phishing. Studies1613

like [23], [72], [128], [138], [151], [152] aimed at finding1614

or verifying influential factors triggering users to fall into1615

phishing contents. For instance, a recent study [72] points out1616

that the type of computer use is more decisive than the amount1617

of usage. Likewise, [128] states that the use of proper logo1618

and design elements that give an exact look-and-feel immerse1619

victims into clicking. Again, a recent study by Frauenstein1620

and Flowerday [151] attempts to explore the impact of the big1621

five personality traits on phishing susceptibility and reveals1622

the negative correlation between heuristic processing and1623

conscientious users confirming that this personality type is1624

less susceptible to phishing attacks on social media platforms.1625

It is well known fact that the works in the literature often con-1626

tradicted each other in numerous aspects. The main reasons1627

of these contradictions and limitations that can be listed as1628

(1) number and type of users, (2) number of applied cam-1629

paigns, (3) duration of the experiment, and (4) experiment1630

environment. However, we argue that the main limitation is1631

being unable to measure individual factors changing over1632

time. Thus, cognitive properties of individuals should also be1633

taken into the account since the perception of email phishing1634

is highly subjective and dynamic. As pointed out by [152], 1635

most of the anti-phishing literature has put much effort into 1636

the technical aspects leaving the factors for phishing sus- 1637

ceptibility not explored yet. In line with our opinions, [152] 1638

explained the largest research gap - user’s situational factors - 1639

in phishing susceptibility by exampling some key factors such 1640

as ‘‘in the moment emotion’’, ‘‘stress’’, ‘‘mental fatigue’’, 1641

‘‘distraction’’ each of which requires careful and realistic 1642

future studies. Likewise, it is obvious that measuring these 1643

factors are currently not straightforward yet presence of any 1644

of these actors will likely contribute to our model. We also 1645

believe that studies in human brain interfacing and other 1646

biological sensors could open new fields in this problem 1647

domain in near future. 1648

As stated before, the demographics of the users were 1649

not acquired due to the regulations. The legal, ethical, and 1650

organizational constraints mentioned in Section IV are fur- 1651

ther limitations that cannot easily be overcome. As other 1652

researchers may have experienced before, phishing simu- 1653

lations are subject to legal constraints that limit the usage 1654

of branded or trademarked email content. Instead of using 1655

emails with known trademarks such as Microsoft, Google, 1656

or Meta, we mainly used emails with content related to the 1657

working space of the participants. 1658

Retrospectively, we think these limitations were beneficial 1659

for our study as they forced us to be more creative and use 1660

phishing simulations that were more in line with the expec- 1661

tation of our participants. In addition, it did not impair our 1662

study experiment as we speculate that most of our students 1663

would anyways not use their university mail for most of the 1664

trademarked services that we would impersonate in a phish- 1665

ing attack simulation. For example, we see it as unlikely that 1666

many of our students would use their students email address 1667

for their personal social media accounts because of the fact 1668

that the student email address is revoked after graduation. 1669

XI. CONCLUSION 1670

This study has made significant progress towards an auto- 1671

mated estimation of phishing susceptibility through the data 1672

collected from a large amount of users. The developed ML 1673

model shows that a generic and automated estimation is 1674

feasible. Nonetheless, to further enhance our model, more 1675

data points from different countries, companies, or universi- 1676

ties are necessary for increasing the variety of samples and 1677

diversity of user profiles and the model’s accuracy. Moreover, 1678

apart from being promising, the obtained performance scores 1679

clearly indicate the necessity of human-centered features 1680

towards an ultimate and universal model. 1681

The feature importance analysis revealed the superiority of 1682

some features, supporting some existing works in the litera- 1683

ture. In this study, we also proposed and evaluated some easy 1684

to use features like ‘‘circle of relevance’’, ‘‘emotion of subject 1685

line’’. Furthermore, our approach clearly demonstrated the 1686

usability and feasibility of Sentence Transformers and ZSL 1687

paradigm in the task of meaning extraction from both for 1688

subject line and email body. 1689
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Additionally, our study results indicate that most users1690

either easily detect simulated phishing emails or that many1691

users are sufficiently aware of phishing in general. Therefore,1692

it is likely that future phishing awareness training will use1693

ML-based models to further enhance training quality and1694

effectiveness.1695
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